
THE RANT MOLSON

I Am Canadian was the slogan of Molson Canadian beer from until and between and (by Bensimon Byrne). It was also
the subject of a popular ad campaign centred on Canadian nationalism, the most famous examples of which are "The
Rant" and "The Anthem".

Were you working steadily in film and television, or did you have to navigate other ways of making a living?
So, my question is, did being Joe Canada pay well? Do you get asked to do that at parties? Location-shooting
for History Television and National Geographic was also pretty damn terrific. It was the year  An awful lot.
Weasel, the lead character of I Am Weasel , parodied the advertisement in a promotional ad for the series'
home, Cartoon Network. William Shatner performed his own variation on the idea in a Just for Laughs
appearance. And yet, you basically became the poster child man for Canada for quite a while. The ad later
aired on a similar Canadian outlet, Teletoon. Joe Canadian? The commercial won an advertising industry Gold
Quill award in  Dude, he never left. Are you over the jokes? The executive producer for the spot, Lori
Estabrooks, also said they liked my wicked hockey hair. What do you think made you quintessentially
Canadian? He announced to the world: "I am not a Starfleet commander, Got to see some awesome places and
meet fantastic people. Joe proceeds to give a speech about what is it to be a Canadian and what it is not to be a
Canadian, making particular efforts to distinguish himself both from common Canadian stereotypes of
Americans "I believe in peacekeeping, not policing" and common American stereotypes of Canadians "I don't
live in an igloo," "I say 'about,' not 'aboot'". Did you get the impression that this was going to be as big as it
actually got? Did they give you a lifetime supply as part of your payment? I think that was one thing that
worked in my favour. Colombo acknowledged that it was unusual to include the text of a beer commercial in a
poetry collection, but emphasized that "the open-minded reader will respond to the power of the words that
express a human need to affirm an identity in the face of ignorance and indifference," and compared it to the
works of Christopher Smart , Ebenezer Elliot , and Vachel Lindsay. Several radio stations have produced
provincial variations on the theme. It also opened doors and gave me some unforgettable experiences. Are you
sick of it now? I grew up listening to CBC radio. No Joe Jr. And Joe Canadian Jr.?


